Today’s microprocessor designers have resorted to exploiting parallelism by increasing the number of cores per die as a power-efficient
approach to performance improvement the multicore era. Processor chips with tens to hundreds of cores are already in the market today, and projections call for thousands of cores on a chip within a decade in order to satisfy the nation’s needs for high-performance
computing.
The proliferation of multiple cores on the same die heralded the advent of communication-centric rather than computation-centric systems, to the forefront of computing design wherein the design of the Network-on-Chip (NoC) connecting various modules, namely the
processing cores, cache banks, memory units and I/O devices, has become extremely important. As the number of cores on the chip
keeps growing to satisfy power and performance scaling, the NoC design has become the most critical element to achieving the performance potential of future processor chips. Among the challenges facing current NoC design, power dissipation and reliability have been
identified as the most critical ones.
In this talk, I will first discuss several research challenges facing multicore architectures and NoC design. Next I will present some of our
ongoing efforts to address these issues using architectural innovations as well as a synergistic mix of emerging interconnect technologies. The talk will conclude with pointers to some future research directions in this area ed
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